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The ISERIES incorporates a full spectrum of prod-
ucts to furnish the Collaborative learning environ-
ment. From the I.CAN mobile workstation, the COL-
LABOR8 and ELEMENTS table ranges, through the 
I.TEACH and I.STORE ranges, all the components
are designed to work in seamless harmony within
the teaching environment.

While flexibility of use and movement was the 
key design remit, the holistic approach adopt-
ed in the design of the I.SERIES means that the 
learning environment is brought together both in 
the literal sense of movement within space and 
also in the figurative senses of co-ordination of 
colours, forms, and textures which combine to 

give an effective, comfortable and aesthetically 
pleasing space to encourage learning and con-
centration.
While the whole range is highly student focused we 
have also provided practical solutions for educators 
giving the flexibility of movement and space man-
agement with the least possible effort.

Designer / Angelo Sirianni
R&S sirianni
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When nothing
goes right ...go left



The cantilever design which the I.CAN (Italian Cantilever) 
derives its name, gives the chair a cushioned flex comfort 
and allows a natural reverse seating position enhanced 
by the shell shape and the rotation of the work surface. 
I.CAN features high density footrest coverson the front
casters and the storage space. These function both to
protect the unit against wear and also provide a more
flexible and comfortable foot position for the student.
The chair features a balance bar at the rear of the
frame and two vertical supports which provide both
strength and balance to the structure.
I.CAN is supported on four 65 mm castors which
provide incredible anti-tilt stability and comfortable
freedom of movement. Featuring as standard an under
seat storage area and drinks holder the I.CAN allows
students to make themselves comfortable enhancing
both concentration and learning.

Both chair shells feature scalloped backs which increase flexibility and allow 
air flow, keeping the student comfortable. Both designs are available in a 
variety of vibrant colours and are incredibly strong with the Polyurethane 
construction gives a mechanical resistance in excess of 500 kgs without 
requiring the vein supports of the Polypropylene shell. The Polypropelyne shell 
is available with an optional upholsterd seat pad.
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The ELEMENTS range includes compo-
nents which let you configure the individual 
elements in even more compositions. Con-
centrating on the multimedia nature of the 
modern learning environment, cable man-
agement and tablet friendly designs are a 
mainstay.
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I.AM is the essential product, the font from
where the I.MOVE and I.CAN spring. Avail-
able in either four leg or cantilever form,
these chairs are designed to be used with
the fixed versions of the ELEMENTS range.
I.AM is available with the same choice of
two seating shells options as the ICAN
AND IMOVE chairs. Both shells are rigor-
ously tested against deformation and for
structural integrity. In addition we offer a
wide range of frame colours. All the I.AM
products conform to EN1729 specifica-
tions relating to the correct seating height.
I.AM fulfils the essential requirements of
a sturdy, good looking, and ergonomically
designed multipurpose chair which can fit
easily into all learning environments.



In today’s learning environment, student in-
teraction is encouraged, as it is shown to 
enhance learning and break the monotony 
of conventional teaching. A focus on active 
learning also promotes participation from 
all the students, allowing them to engage 
in team and discussion based activities.
I.rove is the tool that will cross the bounda-
ries of “immobile” classrooms, enabling ed-
ucators to provide a modern and effective
arena for learning.
I.rove is designed to be mobile and ad-
aptable in limited space and dense class-
rooms. A room can rapidly be shifted from
theatre style to banquet style configura-
tions and then transition effortlessly to a U
shaped style setup. This allows lecturers to
fully utilize classroom space.
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Specifications

Chair Shell
Injection-moulded polypropylene shell in white or 
grey (100% recyclable).

Optional PP Seat Shell
Injection-moulded polypropylene shell in choice of 4 
colours (100% recyclable).

Optional Seat Upholstery
Upholstered over polyurethane cut foam (recyclable 
into carpet padding, wadding etc.).

Tablet
Writing tablet uses an anti-panic mechanism and is 
tested to 50 kg loads.
It generous size accomodates an open A4 book or 
15” notebook computer.
Recessions for a pen and cup.

Swivel chassis
Fine polished aluminium casting.

Base
Tri-pod Base 600 mm diameter storage base of 
grey moulded polypropylene equipped with 50 mm 
dual-wheel castors.

Star Base
640 mm diameter with 50mm dual-wheel castors 
of moulded black polypropylene. This base allows 
extra clearance for your feet movement.

The base tray
provides approximate 
35 liters space for 
personal belongings.

Plastic seat shell 
comes in 4 colour 
options and require 
less maintenance. 



I.TEACH chair fits in perfectly with the
collaborative learning environment.
Easily moved, height adjustable and
rotating it comes with an optional up-
holstered seat pad. The I teach chair is
equally at home in the IT lab as a task
chair.

I.TEACH desk gives freedom of move-
ment for educators to position them-
selves anywhere within the learning
environ-ment with the greatest of
ease. An extremely solid frame allows
the user to easily move the table. A
beam and set of legs with conical
round tube and castors, composes the
frame. Three beams are available for
top of different lengths: from 120 to
140 cm, from 140 to 160 cm or from
180 to 200 cm.
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Whether you are looking or secure storage, 
open display, a bookcase or mobile charg-
ing the I.STORE range has something to 
suit. Following the flexible learning envi-
ronment philosophy all the cabinets come 
with casters which make the sturdy lam-
inate cabinet easy to move anywhere in 
the room. The new Charge Cab means you 
now can safely store, charge and synchro-
nize your USB devices in this compact mo-
bile cabinet which holds three Deep Power 
Trays. Available in a choice of colours these 
high quality cabinets offer a perfect stor-
age accompaniment for the I.SERIES learn-
ing environment.

Stores, charges and syncs up 
to ten USB devices in lightning 
fast speed using Dynamic De-
vice Recognition.Can charge 
and sync 10 USB devicesFirm-
ware is updatable for future 
updatesRecognises and anal-
yses devices for intelligent 
charging.

deep power tray
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The TETRIS series is a composition 
of various shapes that can stand 
alone or be joined togeter.

Frame single or two seater structure 
in wood
• chromed fibre glass feet;
• hidden nylon feet.

Inner Upholstery in expanded flame 
retardant polyurethane class 1IM

Covering according to our fabric 
colour chart or by customer’s 
fabrics.
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The ONE PIECE chair is the perfect chair for the demand-
ing classroom environment due to its ultra-strong, tamper 
proof, one piece polypropylene construction. It is available 
in 5 sizes for all age groups and in a wide variety of colours.
The ONE PIECE polypropylene chair conforms to EN 1729 
parts 1 & 2 certification for strength, stability and ergo-
nomics for educational furniture. Its one piece design re-
moves the need for main-tenance and ensures there are 
no pinch points or sharp edges to cause injuries.The ONE 
PIECE is also available in the anti microbial version ONE 
PIECE Plus.

An interactive must. The I.ROCK 
stool has been designed to promote 
dynamic and active seating. The op-
timal support surface and the round-
ed base allow the user to tilt and 
swivel in all directions while sitting. 
It is the perfect addition to any inter-
active classroom, lab, waiting area 
and breakout zone.

Product Features

Classroom
Safe

Anti-tilt

Stackable Ultra-strong

Lumbar
Support

Ergonomics Strength
& Stability



Utilising lightweight aluminium for the sup-
porting stage risers and stage deck frame, 
all components are incredibly light to han-
dle and easy to transport, yet very strong 
and robust. You can create a multitude of 
stage configurations from the selection of 
seven deck sizes and five riser heights.
The staging has recently been subjected to 
rigorous testing by TUV and passed with 
flying colours. This is a real accolade and 
further endorses the quality of this British 
made staging system that now has inter-
nationally recognised accreditation..

• Fast and efficient
The concertina aluminium risers can be
opened in seconds then secured to the
stage deck with the twist of an allen key.

• Lightweight but strong
All components are light in weight, to
reduce the overall weight of the stage
components without compromising on
strength and durabily.

• Versatile and adaptable
In a great selection of sizes and shapes
you can create exactly the right stage
configuration for your performance or
event.
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150 mm /Riser

200 mm /Riser

300 mm /Riser

400 mm /Riser

600 mm /Riser



i-Move elements elementsChanging the layout of your learn-
ing environment has never been so 
easy. The individual components of 
the ISERIES range work seamlessly 
together creating a vast range of 
different formats to match the var-
ious teaching modes. From collab-
orative/group to individual classic, 
and mixed grouping.



tetris I-CAN i-store



I-CAN/PU

I-CAN/PP

SEATS

EL-001TABLES

I-MOVE/PU

I-MOVE/PP

EL-007/OTT     EL-007TP

I-AM/PU

I-AM/PP

EL/003

I-AM-CL/PU

I-AM-CL/PP

EL/006

I-Rove/PP

EL/008

T1 I-ROCK I-Teach/CH

EL/009 EL/010 I-Teach/TB

APPLE
dimensions:
• diameter cm. 100

Polyurethane shell

Polypropylene shell

HEXAGON 
dimensions:
• cm. 80x80
• side cm.40
optional:
cable management

SQUARE
dimensions:
• cm. 80x80
optional:
cable management

Polyurethane shell

Polypropylene shell

TRIANGLE 
dimensions:
• cm. 90 equilateral

CIRCLE
dimensions:
• diameter cm. 100

Polyurethane shell

Polypropylene shell

OCTAGON
dimensions:
• side cm. 50
optional:
cable management

TRAPEZOID
(composing an 
octagon)
dimensions:
• long side cm. 90
• obliqueside cm. 50
• short side cm. 54
(composing an
hexagon)
dimensions:
• long side cm. 86
• obliqueside cm. 46
• short side cm. 40

Polyurethane shell

Polypropylene shell



CAB-01Cabinets

EL/011COMPLEMENTS

CAB-02

I-Stage

CAB-03 CAB-04

Tetris

CAB-05

HEXAGONAL 
CABINET
designed for Tablet 
accomodation. 
Dimensions:
• side cm. 40
• height cm. 76

Dimensions:
100X56X100h cm.

Dimensions:
100X56X100h cm.

Dimensions:
100X56X100h cm.

Dimensions:
100X56X100h cm.

Dimensions:
100X56X100h cm.






